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White
Good Evening. We'll be looking at the totally blind people paying out good money to get a decent night's sleep. Some of the more challenging roles taken on in the theatre by audio describers.

Clip from Hair
They make their way through the dress circle and climb along the short walkways.  They look down on the stage as a silk drops to the floor and flows out of view like mercury.  Dionne stands in the centre of the carpeted floor, arms outstretched and welcome as a tribe gathers around her.

Music

White
Plus more of your reactions to the iPhone.

But first, get a group of visually impaired people together, and there are certain subjects which will always crop up: daft things people have said to us; embarrassing things we have done; what's your favourite cane; phone; way of reading and, maybe more surprisingly, sleep, or rather, the lack of it. Many blind people, in particular those with no light perception at all, suffer from seriously disrupted sleep patterns. We think we know the cause. Being able to "see" night and day enables people to "fix" their body clock but if you can't do that, your clock goes awry. The body naturally produces a compound called melatonin but if you're deprived of that, you might have trouble sleeping. 

Well listener Mary Phillips thinks that perhaps though serious work has been done on this, many blind people are going undiagnosed, and that even when they are diagnosed, they aren't being offered the right treatments. She's even taken part in a University of Surrey experiment that investigated the role melatonin plays in helping humans get to sleep.

Phillips
I did a trial with melatonin and a placebo and it was identified by Surrey University that I did indeed have a melatonin deficiency.  The first GP I mentioned it to wasn't agreeable for me to have it at all.  And I felt so desperate and I had heard that it was available from the States.  So I actually wrote to my pen friend in the States and asked her if she could get me some melatonin, which she did.  And that I was quite honestly amazed at the difference it made to my sleep in the time that I was taking it.

White
Because I gather this has had considerable problems just in your lifestyle and in the effects of the lack of sleep.

Phillips
Well it did because of would feel sleepy during the day, when I shouldn't feel sleepy and it was particularly difficult when I was working because I used to become very sleepy and my employers were very understanding actually and I said to them that I was getting exhausted but the thing was that I was tired and I was making the most stupid mistakes simply because I was so sleepy and sometimes almost falling asleep.  And I did tell the doctor that I had got some melatonin, he wasn't terribly pleased.

White
Because presumably ideally you should be getting melatonin under prescription and under a doctor's instruction.

Phillips
Yes, yes that's right.

White
And do you think other blind people are doing similar things?

Phillips
I know they are, I know several people that are getting melatonin from other sources over the internet.  I don't even know if they've consulted their GPs about their problem.  But they've obviously heard that melatonin will help to alleviate the problem and this is why they're obtaining it.

White
What's your main concern about what's happening at the moment and what's happened to you?

Phillips
I feel that GPs should be made aware of the fact that totally blind people, especially those that don't have light perception, often have sleep problems and they should be made aware of the fact that these people may have a melatonin deficiency and that help would be available to them and they would not need to buy melatonin privately via the internet.

White
So really it's just that you feel that GPs need a lot more information about the link between melatonin and blindness?

Phillips
Yes they do.  I just want the medical profession to be aware of this problem and how it can be alleviated.

White
Mary Phillips.  Well as I said, many blind people will confirm this experience. Our reporter Lee Kumatat also has no light perception, and she had undiagnosed sleep problems for years. 

Kumutat
I would go through weeks of waking up at two or three a.m., which would basically just turn me into a total nutcase really and basket case.  And somehow my body would just fix itself.  And then I had a friend who used to go to the States a lot and he would come back with melatonin to help his jetlag.  And so he just suggested that I try it and it worked a treat.

White
So you tried it, not knowing that melatonin was generally regarded as something that could help blind people?

Kumutat
That's exactly right, I tried it because I needed some help and I needed some sleep.

White
But in the States it was just freely available, as you say, just at the airport?

Kumutat
Yeah my dealer would literally buy it at the airport as he was leaving.

White
So is that how you regarded him - as your dealer?

Kumutat
Yeah he was my dealer, he'd come back from his trips to the States and just slip me a bottle of melatonin but no money changed hands.

White
So how much did he bring in for you?

Kumutat
He used to bring in a bottle every time he went to the States but I would only take one tablet every night and I would only take it until my body clock was fixed.  And then a few years later it was available in Australia and I bought it over the counter and I took it and it didn't work.

White
And what do you conclude as the reason for that?

Kumutat
I could only conclude that there must be different types and the type that was available from airports in the US was the one that worked for me and the one available over the counter in Australia just didn't.

White
So clearly it's alarming that people have to go to those kind of lengths and that's obviously something that the programme wouldn't condone.  Well as Mary Phillips explained at least one institution has been conducting experiments on this problem over a long period of time.  Dr Victoria Revell is from the team at the University of Surrey's Chronobiology Department. 

Victoria, first of all, I mean let's get the science sorted out first; what is melatonin, and what does it do?

Revell
So melatonin is a hormone that is produced by your body and it's produced during the hours of darkness, so generally when we're going to sleep.  And melatonin begins to be produced maybe a couple of hours before you fall asleep and its production will be turned off just before you wake up.  We don't entirely know what it's doing but it seems to be associated with that transition from wake to sleep, so we think it's probably preparing your body for sleep and helping it to maintain sleep during the night.

White
So that if you haven't got it naturally yourself that's why you don't drop off to sleep?

Revell
No we have studied people who don't have melatonin at all and they still have normal sleep/wake rhythms.  So again it's a growing area of research that we're still trying to find out exactly what's going on.

White
But you've been working on this for some time, so what are you trying to find out really?

Revell
What melatonin can do, so as I said before it's produced naturally by your body at night, but what it's also able to do is if you take it as - in the form of a pill it can actually reset the timing of your body clock, that's what it's capable of doing is changing the timing of your body and helping it synchronise to what - the local time that you are on.  So the circadian body clock in your brain does not run exactly 24 hours and this is the problem for people who have no perception of light.  So, for example, if someone has a body clock that runs at twenty four and a half hours every day their body clock will be getting half an hour later and later and later until their body is actually telling them they should be going to sleep in the middle of the day, which is what your listener would have been experiencing when she was falling asleep at work.

White
So does this lead you - the work you've done - does that lead you to a view on what the best treatment is because clearly what's happening here is people are thinking being given melatonin is the right thing but obviously people are going to all sorts of lengths to do it?

Revell
We have run a number of studies helping people who have no light perception and using melatonin to help them fix their body clock to local time.  And the way that we get them to do this is that they will monitor their sleep patterns over several weeks and when their body clock is in a good phase, so they're sleeping well at night, we think this is where the body clock needs to be, at this point in time we will ask them to take melatonin sort of nine o'clock in the evening, ten o'clock in the evening before they go to bed and what that will do is that will give the body a cue saying this is the time of day when melatonin's being produced, it's evening time and it holds the body clock in that position, so that then everyone can carry on as normal.

White
So are there risks with people kind of just taking melatonin sort of willy nilly and getting it from here and there and everywhere?

Revell
There are risks in taking it at the wrong time of day and that you may actually induce the wrong type of effect.  So on a person who's normally synchronised to their local time if they're taking melatonin in the early evening that's going to have a certain effect of shifting your body earlier in time, whereas if someone takes melatonin late at night, sort of five a.m., six a.m., that's actually going to push their body clock later in time and make it harder for them to wake up.  So it's very important to know what sort of internal time you're taking the melatonin to make sure you actually don't make the situation worse.

White
So presumably the point is - what we're really saying is that people shouldn't do this without proper medical consultation.  But what people, like Mary, are saying and Lee are saying is that doctors often don't know about it.

Revell
I think that's a big problem in this country.  I think it's a very under recognised problem in the UK that blind people are suffering from these sleep problems and that there are ways of helping them.

White
Presumably, for example, doctors don't see many people with no light perception.

Revell
I think this is part of the problem and I think a lot of people try and struggle on through, you know they think I'll cope, I can get through it, where actually they can't necessarily be able to function on an everyday life when they're trying to sort of sleep in the middle of the day.  So I think it does need awareness being raised and we hope by the research that we do and as you say things like this that we can actually make sure that more GPs understand what's happening and how they can help.

White
Do you actually need a prescription to get - strictly speaking to get melatonin in the UK?

Revell
In this country yes you do, you have to have it on prescription.

White
So it is the fact that people are going elsewhere to get it that is perhaps concerning?

Revell
Yes and I think the other issue that was being talked about, as in is some melatonin more effective than others, as I was talking about earlier that melatonin at different times of day can have certain effects, also it depends on the dose as to what time of day you should be taking it because as you can imagine for a very high dose of melatonin that stays around in the system for a lot longer than a much lower dose.  So sometimes taking that at the wrong time could mean that it isn't as effective as it might be, so again that's something that needs to be considered.  And we've actually done research in that looking at different doses of melatonin and the best time to take those doses to get the best effect.

White
Is your trial still open because clearly somebody like Mary was helped just by the fact of going on your trial, so are you still doing trials and can people who are having no luck with their GPs talk to you about it?

Revell
We're not actually currently running studies like that at the moment but obviously we're happy if people want to contact us we can try and help them and send them information that perhaps they can take with them to their GP that could be beneficial for them.

White
Right, we'll be putting more information about that on our website. Dr. Victoria Revell, thanks very much indeed.

Now, last month we featured concerns that earlier versions of the computer software programme Guide had lost the ability to deliver the BBC's Listen Again service. Its makers Dolphin Systems assured us that they would offer help to people who had lost the service, and needed an upgrade to the new Guide Six which did access Listen Again.  Problem solved then?  Well not entirely.  Not, for instance, for Sylvia Bees, of Burnham-on-sea.

Bees
I received the new version last week.  A leaflet promised new features, including a better search facility on the Listen Again option.  Fortunately I didn't have to pay, as it was included in a computer package I bought from Dolphin last year.  But I was dismayed to find that programmes were out of sequence and that daily shows, such as the Archers and Book at Bedtime, were all over the place.  The programmes are not in alphabetical order or day of the week.  Thank goodness I didn't pay a £100 for this update.  Yes it must be difficult to keep up with modern technology but I feel that providers, such as Dolphin, should not mislead their customers.

White
Well this is what Dolphin have now told us about Sylvia's points.

Dolphin statement
We are sorry that your listener is having problems with finding programmes in Version Six.  What we aimed to do with Version Six was to make searching for programmes even easier, so we introduced a new search facility that enables users to simply type a programme keyword into a search box.  Guide will then display all the available programmes in that series.  If your listener is having problems with the sequence of programmes we would encourage them to phone our technical support team who would be happy to help them get the most from the Listen Again feature.

Now, after our discussion last week about the new iPhone and the pros and cons of touchscreens, we're still getting a good deal of response about that.  Ian McRae, editor of Disabilty Now magazine, e-mailed us this.

	Macrae
One point to make about Apple's built in solution is that it's universal.  The other day I was in a store with my daughter and we decided to take a look at the iPad and because I knew how to turn the voice over app on I was up and running with the device in the shop immediately.  Mischievously, I left the voice over on ready for the next customer.  I think it's remarkable that we've all been rather blasé about this important development.  For me the choice of having something equipped with the wherewithal to make it ready to go, straight out of the box, as opposed to paying an extra £150 to make an already expensive phone accessible, though not necessarily usable by me, is a total no brainer.

And Apple has another fan in Andrew Walker from Scunthorpe.

Walker
The iPhone has some shortcomings, particularly when it comes to text entry.  However, you can configure the iPhone so that text is entered when you lift your finger off the screen.  That sounds a bit strange as we're used to pressing a key to enter a character but with this method you slide your finger to the character you want and lift your finger to enter that character.  Nonetheless text entry is not as easy as using a keypad on a conventional mobile phone and I would say that if you want to call and text then probably a phone with a keypad is better.  That said it's likely that touchscreen devices are here to stay, so we may as well get used to the idea.  Where the iPhone comes into its own is with the applications you can run on it.  For example, there's one app which will read barcodes, you can take a photo of the product with a barcode and it tells you what it is.  You can even make your own barcodes to label your possessions, such as CDs, that application costs about £20 - bargain I say.

Robert Johnson, meanwhile, was also keen to praise the software that you can add on to an iPhone. He thinks that Gary O'Donoghue and Mani Djazmi - our guests that week -underplayed the value of iPone applications to the visually impaired.

Johnson
I must say how disappointed I am to hear yet again the programme being so sceptical and dismissive of the iPhone.  It's true to say that the iPhone does not work out of the box for visually impaired people.  Quite aside from a convoluted set up process it can take a while to get used to the different gestures used to control the operating system.  And whilst typing on a non-tactile keyboard does take some getting used to one does develop methods for doing this with reasonable efficiency.  No, the real boon is the access to information that the iPhone offers.  Gary rather brushed over the significance of being able to read newspapers and books because I can now sit on the train in the morning with all the other commuters and read a newspaper which is as current as theirs.  Not even Talking Newspapers can provide that. Granted it isn't the newspaper I'd like to be reading but it's a very good start.  Another application which I truly couldn't be without is the National Rail one.  This allows me, as somebody who travels on a daily basis and knows the platform layout of many stations but cannot read a destination board, to independently access departure and platform information.  I no longer have to go to the customer service desk or find a friendly member of the public because I can simply arrive in the station, open up my phone and head straight for the next train.  So I would be surprised if Mani was still so negative with his new gadget after a few more weeks.

Well we can find out about that.  The wolves are gathering on your view Mani Djazmi, just briefly how do you react?

Djazmi
No well I totally agree with what listeners have said about the apps - the applications - and particularly the National Rail one's very good and I've got lots of internet radio stations and TV stations on my iPhone, which mean that I can listen to those out and about.  But let's not forget the syllable phone, it is a phone after all and as a journalist I spend a lot of time on the phone and to give you one example of a shortcoming.  All of us, at some stage during the course of a week, I would suggest, call up the council or National Rail or a ticket office, any number where you have to press one for customer services, press two for something else, press three for something else.  Now you can only do that - you can only do that on the iPhone if you plug in headphones first or if you have it on speaker phone.  Now I don't know about you but that's a step back for me in terms of using a phone and as far as I'm concerned if you're going to get new technology then it has to be an improvement on what you had before.  And while the apps are good and increase independence to a certain degree, the fact that the iPhone is so poor as a telephone is a real shortcoming for me.

White
Right, well at the risk of starting it all over again I'll stop you there, just in case we have the whole debate all over again.

Now  touch, of course, is a sense which we depend on very heavily, which is why the attempts of some theatres to offer backstage touch tours especially for blind people  before an audio described theatre performance, have proved so popular. Audio description is now standard in the world of TV and film, although some people wish there was more TV of course. But the AD revolution did actually start in the theatre.  And today many West End productions provide the service in some form. Last month, we sent Tony Shearman to theatre land, where he took in an accessible tour of the '60s musical Hair.

Music

Shearman
Now here' s a phrase you don't hear everyday - Tony Shearman's on stage in London's West End.  But it's true, I'm actually on stage at the Geilgud Theatre for the production of Hair, the musical, ahead of a special touch tour for the visually impaired and an audio described matinee.  Well alongside me is Clare Le May, from the company VocalEyes, she's one of the audio describers and she'll be doing the touch tour and taking part in the audio description later on. 

Clare, first of all, for those of us who are far too young to remember Hair when it hit Broadway in the late '60s what is it about?

Le May
It's about a group of hippies who are trying to demonstrate it's possible to live a different way.  And they're trying to show that you can live a peaceful life, you can life in harmony, you can also have a great time while you're at it - getting high on drugs - and we don't need war.  So it's about a group of about 36 young people and they all hang out together and it's about the confrontations that they have in trying to live this way.

Shearman
And you'd better tell us why was it considered so shocking at the time?

Le May
There's a lot of quite rich language, there's full nudity, which had never been seen on a London stage before, there's a lot of references to all sorts of sexual acts - they don't hold back on the language.

Shearman
This touch tour is going to be very interesting indeed.

Music

Le May
We're in the hang out for the tribe, which is what the cast are known as.  Very simple set - basically at the back we have a wall that's painted with multicoloured rays of the sun - purples, deep blue, yellow - radiating out and then over towards your right we have an army truck that is parked side on and it's painted in sort of a khaki effect but it's been slightly hippyfied, it's more of a psychedelic version of a khaki effect.

Music

Cast chatting
Oh here's Margaret.

Here's her boots.

Margaret has a very different look.  

She comes in from the audience, we bring her up on stage.

She's - as you'll feel, she's very voluptuous and ... yeah it's alright, go for it, go for it. That's what it's there for.

Shearman
I've got my hand on a boob.  It's not a real one, it's the costume she wears.  Who's hair is this?

Cast member
That's Claude's hair.

Shearman
This is Claude's is it?

Cast member
Yes he's the ....

Shearman
Yeah embroidered headband here.

Cast member
This is Hud's hair.

Shearman
Not as long as I thought it might be.

Cast member
Ah okay.

I don't think he'd want it any longer, start swallowing it I think.

Is this real hair?

Yes this is real hair.

It feels very real.

Music

Audio description
As the theatre lights fade the swirling orb projected onto the silk stills and darkens to...

Shearman
Well Act One is underway and I'm actually in with the audio describer, he's name's Willy.  Let's have a listen, maybe we'll talk to him in the interval.

Willy
.... revealing the musicians at the back of the stage in a shadowy light.  The same pink light rises in the theatre boxes.  A young woman stands in a box on the right and a young man in a box on the left.  Other members of the tribe filter through the auditorium, ascend the steps on either side of the front of the stage or cling on to the ladders by the proscenium arch.  They make their way through the dress circle and climb along the short walkways.  They look down on the stage as a silk drops to the floor and flows out of view like mercury.  Dionne stands in the centre of the carpeted floor, arms outstretched and welcome as a tide gathers around her...

Singing

Shearman
Well the first act is over, we're now in the interval and I've caught up with the company manager of this production Hannah Shafron [phon.].  Now Hannah, Cameron Mackintosh supported audio description for some time hadn't they?

Shafron
Yes they have absolutely.  It's very, very important to us that our performances are accessible to everyone.  The last production of Cameron's that I did that had touch tours and accessible performances was the international tour of Miss Saigon, which went all up and down the country in the UK and abroad.  But I know that we do accessible performances for anything we can that's in town, so productions such as Oliver or Avenue Q which are currently running.

Shearman
And of course Les Mis which is next door.

Shafron
And Les Mis, which is next door, absolutely, which has been going for 25 years.

Shearman
Wow, that long.  Now what's the reaction been from visually impaired theatre goers, has the take up been good?

Shafron
Yes it's marvellous and it's always very, very nice to have people in who may not necessarily get to appreciate the full value of the performance unless we were able to supply some sort of support such as touch tours or audio descriptions or signed performances, which means that people across the spectrum can get access to our performances.

Shearman
And Willy Elliot from VocalEyes, who we heard audio describing the first half, is actually alongside me now.  It's a very difficult thing to do - audio description - how do you set about it?

Elliot
It depends on the play or the production, I mean this - Hair in particular is there's so much music in it and it's really, really loud for most of the time, so what I tend to do is try to find ends of lines or ends of verses where you can slot in the audio description without treading too much on what's being sung.  We do a DVD of the show at home and a copy of the script that the actors are working from, so we're always running it and then rewinding and timing it, it's a bit like editing a movie almost.  Sometimes I look at a scene and I just write exactly what's happening and then have to chop, chop, chop the endings and sometimes you end up just saying a character's name in the end because there's no time to do anything else.

Audio desription
The tribe break their formation revealing Claude still in uniform laid out on the floor on the American flag.  The tribe drift away out into the auditorium leaving Claude alone.  His body and the flag enclosed in a rectangle of light.  The snow softly falls.  The light fades to darkness.

Singing

White
That's the curtain coming down at the Gielgud Theatre in London's West End, Tony Shearman was our reporter.  And now the curtain's come down on Hair altogether, its run in London - the audio description was offered by the charity called VocalEyes - so if you want to find one of the other productions that they and others offer around the UK with audio description, then please do give the Action Line a ring. 

And talking about performances, you're still getting in touch with us about "Truce", that was the play by American Marilee Talkington which we not only featured a couple of weeks ago, but also provided a link to. It explored loss of sight in all its facets: sadness, humour, desperation, anger. Never say never, but this could be the last word on it, from Charles Crisp. 

Crisp
It's difficult for those who experience sight loss later in life to understand what it must be like growing up in a sighted world.  But the second half made some interesting points about when help is needed and by how much.  This may be more relevant to adults who are suddenly faced with the problem.  It reminded me of what someone remarked at the opening of an MDS conference.  I paraphrase but it went:  "When I could see I enjoyed reading, driving and drinking.  Now I just spend my time drinking, smoking and swearing".

So plenty to talk about tonight - sleep, audio description, the iPhone of course.  You can call us on 0800 044 044, you can e-mail In Touch at bbc.co.uk and then go to the programme via Radio 4.  And there'll be a podcast of it from tomorrow.

From me, Pete White, my producer Richard Hooper and the team, goodbye.

